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In the planning of the evolution towards integrated networks, there 
are several possible alternatives with regard to degree of integra
tion and assignment of communication mode per service type and 
network area. This paper summarizes recent developments in structured 
planning of the ISDN, on the basis of a previously described planning 
tool developed to compare alternatives based on load-benefit and 
cost-benefit analyses of communication modes. Further insight 1S 

given for an analytical approach that has been developed and vali
dated to analyze the sensitivity of reference networks to traffic 
related parameters per service class. Sample results are provided of 
both load and cost benefit analyses. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Service traffic characterization, and derivation of cost assignment based on 
this characterization, play an important role in the planning of evolution 
towards ISDN, and have been the subject of several studies in recent years 
[1,2,3,4,5]. The planning function in a multi-alternative environment is viewed 
as a 'decision-making' process that requires extension of the classical 
procedures of network design and optimization. Due to the significant increase 
in the both number of alternatives available and the large investment required, 
a preselection of the most promising solution is essential. This increases the 
importance of strategic planning, ' and of interaction between strategic and 
specific planning. 

In order to address both strategic and specific planning, a structured planning 
approach for the ISDN was proposed [3] which interrelates evaluation of socio
economic conditions, user/network traffic demands and network alternatives. A 
set of planning tools is being developed in connection with this planning 
process. One of these tools, named CATS (Cost Assignment to Telecommunication 
Services) [4] is intended to cover from strategic studies (e.g., definition of 
reference configurations, analysis of integration levels in the network, etc.) 
to specific studies (e.g. assignment of the most economical communication mode 
to services, etc.) being very useful to make sensitivity studies to cost, 
traffic, performance and network parameters. 

The intent of this paper is twofold: First, to describe the progress made by 
combining the use of the CATS tool and an analytical model associated with a 
given path configuration by selecting the dominant parameters. Second, to 
provide a set of results of this approach, applied to obtain load and cost 
sensitivities for a range of traffic parameters which cover most of the narrow
band services. 

2. STRUCTURED PLANNING AND ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

The structured approach to ISDN planning [3] is summarized at the top-level 
activities with the purpose of introducing the context for the comparison of 
reference network alternatives. The set of macroscopic planning 'activities. 
main interrelations and feedback cycles is summarized in figure 1. 
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The complete planning process comprises the execution of all the activities 
maintaining the precedence relation, while a specific planning sub-problem may 
be solved by application of the sub-activities that demonstrate greater 
interdependence. The process consists of . the following five steps: 

1. Analysis of initial context: Collects, interrelates and analyzes existing 
data, at year 0, associated with the telecommunication modeling and network 
design, such as population distribution, economic characterization, network 
structure, services offered, traffic measurements, grade of service and 
performance. 

2. Hultiservice demand forecasting: Predicts demand growth during the planning 
period of each service and group of services per user as a function of 
service utility, expected cost, complexity, and feedback interaction with 

' the results of the other activities in the planning process. 

3. Traffic demand characterization: Evaluates traffic demand for each serVlce 
and service mix, based on previously projected service demand, traffic 
volume and service characteristics. Traffic demand per network resource 
interacts strongly with communication mode assignment per service, which 
changes the network workload for a given user demand. 

4. Plan network alternatives: Designs, engineers, compares and optimizes 
network structures at a given moment in time. The functions included are: 
flow assignment, workload derivation, resource dimensioning and costing for 
different levels of integration. 

5. Plan network evolution: Analyzes the evo~ution paths from year 0 to the year 
at which the long term target network will be in place, moving through the 
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previously selected alternatives. Network evolution, demand growth., 
investment, technological transltlons and interworking among networks and 
communication modes are analyzed here. 

Strategic planning is performed, applying these activities to typical reference 
networks and demands in a given country, with sensitivity analysis of each 
important factor to derive the best communication mode assignment to network 
type and switching mode. Once the activities have been pre-selected, specific 
planning is done on a long-term, medium-term or short-term basis with expansion 
of top-level activities in greater detail. The specific subject of this paper 
deals with the activity A.I.4 (Plan network alternatives) and the iteration 
cycles with activities A.I.2 and A.I.3, as marked out on figure 1. 

The CATS tool [4] was designed and implemented to facilitate the complex 
analysis of alternatives and exploration of the sensitivity of results to 
network, user, protocol, system and cost parameters. CATS compares a set of 
communication alternatives for the ISDN on 'the basis of the dimensioning of the 
resources of a reference network for a given traffic mix and grade of service, 
assigning costs to the services in accordance with their relative use or 
consumption of resources. CATS incorporates an extensive set of parameters 
relative to services, protocols, equipment characteristics, performance and 
costs to insure accurate and flexible modeling. For sensivity analysis of user 
traffic parameters in a given reference network, a simplified analytical 
approach has been developed; it is described in the following paragraphs. 

3. LOAD AND COST MODELING FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AT REFERENCE NETWORKS 

The experience gained through the application of CATS to a wide range of cases 
allowed to derive a simplified modelling useful for sensitivity analysis as 
well as to obtain a set of cost functions. The elaboration of the simplified 
model described in this paper agrees with those CATS results up to a high level 
of accuracy. The model is based on three types of workloads, one for each 
resource type: processing, switching, and transmission. The relationships 
between service parameters and service traffics were established ' from a 
synthesis of the more current protocols [5, 6] and more usual node 
architectures [5]. The formulas presented here are a simplified extract based 
on this synthesis. In accordance with its communication mode, traffic load per 
service (i) for a section (j) of the communication path (switching node plus 
transmission link) will be the following: 

Circuit mode Packet mode 

* Processing: G· A· F·B· + E· A· J 1 J 1 J 1 

* Switching: A' h· + Ajq Ai (l/vjq) BiKi + Djq B· + Cjq 1 1 1 

* Transmission (data) A' h· (l/vjt) BiKi + Djt Ai 1 1 

* Transmission (signalling) Ajt A,' C jt Ai 1 

where Ai (call rate), hi (holding time), Bi (packet rate) and Ki (data packet 
size) are user traffic parameters correspondlng to service i;vj is the bit rate 
in the network section j; q and t stand for switching and transmission, respec
tively; and Ajq , Ajt , Gj , Cjq , Cjt , ?jq, .Djt' Ej and Fj are coefficien~s t~at 
depend on the structure of the section J of the path and the communication 
protocol (signalling packet size, protocol overheads in levels 2 and 3, 
signalling packets processing time and data packets processing time). 

Toe knowledge of each type of traffic load along the communication path 
constitute the basis for a suitable dimensioning. Additionally, when the cost 
of the involved resources is taken into account, it is possible to assign one 
cost value to each service, according to its relative utilization of the 
resources. 
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Thus, the cost of a serV1ce may be expressed as follows: 

a) In circuit mode: CC i = Cl A i + C2 A i hi + C 3 

where the coefficient Cl relates to the processing and signalling cost 
functions in switching and transmission; C2 , to the switching and transmission 
costs and C3 , to the transmission in the Basic Access from the end-user 
premises to the first node of the path. 

b) In packet mode: K-
1 

where P1 relates to the processing and signalling cost functions in switching 
and transmission; P2 , to signalling aspects; P3 , to switching and transmission 
1n the network; and P4 , to the transmission in the Basic Access. 

It 1S important to notice that these coefficients summarize the whole 
communication path: protocol characteristics, node performances, structure of 
the path itself, cost of the equipments, etc. 

4. LOAD BENEFIT AND COST BENEFIT FOR NARROW BAND SERVICES 

An interesting way to compare both circuit and packet modes is by means of the 
relative benefit when one mode is chosen. This can be made on the basis of a 
load or cost comparison. The relative (load or cost) benefit of one service 
(RB-) when the packet mode is chosen is defined as the difference of the values 
ass~ciated to packet and circuit modes, divided by the value of the circuit 
mode. It has the following general expression: 

(1) 

Where QP1, QP2 and QP3 are coefficients related to the packet mode and QC1 and 
QC2 relate to the circuit mode. It must be emphasized that the influence 
of the call and packet rates ( Ai and Bi ) is summarized by their ratio 
(B-1 A- ) which is becoming an interest1ng characterization for further studies 1 1 _._ 

from a tecno-econom1cal p01nt of V1ew. 

Two basic characteristics of the previous expression must be noticed: a) Its 
applicability both to load and cost comparison and b) Its main dependence only 
on three service characteristics: Bil Ai ,Ki and hi. 

The relative benefit can also be expressed as a function of the average volume 
of information I- = B-K-/A- • Thus, the ' relative benefit will also be written 1 1 1 1 
as follows: 

(2) 

4.1 Load Benefit for ~ given Reference Network 

The relative benefit function may be used to compare the choice of circuit or 
packet mode in terms of the traffic load demanded to a system or module in the 
communication path. Thus, different load comparisons may be made for switching 
modules, transmission channels and processing modules for each service m1X. 
Making reference to the set of traffic formulas of paragraph 3, the following 
expressions for the load benefit (LB i ) may be drawn: 

Switching: LB- = l-(C'q+D- .B·/ A·+(l/v- ).B-K·/ A-)/(A- +h·) 1q J Jq 1 1 jq 1 1 1 Jq 1 

Transmission: LBitD 1 (Djt + (l/vjt) 

Cjt/Ajt 

B· K· I A' )/h-1 1 1 1 
(data) 

LBits = 1 (signalling) 

Processing: LB1-p = 1- {E
J
. + F- • s-I X- )/C · J 1 1 J 
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All these formulas may be also expressed as a function of the information 
volume, I i , as it was explained in paragraph 3. It must be noticed that in this 
simplified modelling the relationship between the processing loads in circuit 
and packet modes remains independent of the holding time (hi). 

4.2 Cost Benefit for ~ given Reference Network 

A unified way to compare both communication modes (packet and circuit) along a 
whole communication path is to make it by means of the cost of the involved 
resources. Thus, the relative cost benefit of one service (CBi) when packet 
mode is chosen may be expressed as follows: 

(6 ) 

Where PI' P2 , P3 , Cl and C2 are the same coefficients as those of cost formulas 
of paragraph 3, in which P4 and C3 (relating to the Basic Access) were set 
equal to zero. Only network costs have been considered. This formula may also 
be expressed as a function of the information volume, I i , as above. 

Given that the telephone service is the most extended one, an orientative value 
for the service evaluation is the cost per call (CPC i ) referred to the cost of 
a telephone (TPH) call, that constitutes an input item to the service forecas
ting activity in the iterations of the structured planning diagram. Thus, for 
service i, it may be expressed as: 

( 7) 

5. EXAMPLE RESULTS: BENEFIT SENSITIVITIES TO TRAFFIC PARAMETERS 

An example of application of the previous concepts is made on the basis of a 
communication path with a local ISDN exchange at each end and two transit ISDN 
exchanges between them, representing a typical interurban call. The considered 
communication path is illustrated in figure 2. and is defined as the set of 
user and network resources assigned to the user-user traffic flows. The basic 
path unit consists of one node and the associated transmission resources as 
shown in figure 2 (b). 

-··---SIGNALlNG CHANNEL 
---INFORMATION CHANNEL 

MULTISERVICE ~ _________________ -., 
AGGREGATE 
TRAFFIC 

MULTISERVICE 
PATH TRAFFIC 

FIGURE 2 
REFERENCE PATH CONFIGURATION 
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Considering the following assumptions: 

The aggregate traffic on the path corresponds to a mix of p~cket and circuit 
mode narrowband services for the 1990 reference year. 
Nominal dimensioning of the transmission and processing resources is 
considered for both circuit and packet modes. 
Node p~ocessingtimes are in accordance with the functions of the present 
protocols and technology. 
Protocol parameters used for intranode and internode transmission include, 
among others, the number of signalling messages per call, call set-up packet 
size and window size. 
Switching, processing and transmission resource cost are assigned with 
homogeneous criteria, to have a rea~istic comparison of different solutions. 

The load-benefit and cost-benefit results of the following sections were 
obtained. 

5.1 Load-Benefit Results 

A sensitivity arialysis on the traffic parameters is made, and the load traffic 
benefit is obtained comparing the circuit and packet communication modes. The 
figures 3 and 4 show the representation of the formulas in (3), (4) and (5) in 
which the coefficients have been calculated using CATS. 
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Figure 3 represents the relative load benefit of the packet mode versus circuit 
mode in swi tching and t ransmi ss ion resources as a · funct ion of the number of 
packets per call for a given service. The relative benefit appears along a 
range of curves corresponding to different average holding times, as a function 
of the number of packets per call (B/ A ) for a fixed data packet size. 

It may be observed that the load benefit in switching and transmission for 
packet mode increases with the average call holding time. Conversely, the 
benefit for circuit mode increases with the number of packets per call. The 
horizontal aXiS gives the threshold between circuit and packet modes (equal 
benefit). The sensitivity to hand BI A is clearly derived from the curves. 
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It may be noticed that the relative load benefit of packet mode in switching 
and transmission decreases as the number of packets per call increases and 
that, for a given value of B/A , the packet mode is preferable for longer 
calls (greater value of h). For instance, for a fixed average number of 1000 
packets per call, when the holding time varies from 30 to 100 sec, the load 
benefit for packet mode increases from 21.6% to 76.5% 

Figure 4 shows the relative load benefit of the packet mode versus circuit 
mode, in switching, transmission and processing modules as a function of tra
ffic parameters. The relative benefit appears along a range of curves corres
ponding to different average data packet sizes (K=12B, 256, 1024, B192 bits), 
as a function of the information volume per call, I. It is interesting to note 
that transmission and switching load benefits have similar behaviour as a 
function of the information volume per call I, taking positive values when I 
varies up to 107 bits/call, while processing load benefit have a reverse 
effect. Both opposite effects are weighted with the cost of the involved 
resources giving as a result the cost per service that is shown 1n the 
following figures. 

5.2 Cost-Benefit Results 

With the same assumptions previously stated, a sens1t1Y1ty analysis on the cost 
parameters is made, and the cost benefit results obtained are shown in figures 
5 and 6, using the formula (6) with the parameters values obtai~ed with CATS. 
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Figure 5 is a representation of the relative cost benefit when the packet mode 
is chosen. The average data packet size is used as a parameter and relative 
benefit appears along a range of curves corresponding to different average 
holding times. The cost benefit is represented as a function of the packets 
rate per call (B / A ) for a data packet size K = 1024 bits. 

It may be observed that the cost benefit increases with the 
time, but in this case the range of dispersion of the curves 
both axiss increases with respect to the load benefit curves 
the figure, typical values for three services (TTX: 
Teleprocessing Batch Data Class and FAX: Facsimile) 
corresponding to the hypotheses of this application. 

average holding 
when intersecting 
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Figure 6 shows the relative cost benefit using formula (6) as a function of 1. 
Sensitivity to the average data packet size (K, varying from 128 to 8192 bits) 
and average information volume per call (I, varying up to 107 bits/call) is 
shown and the importance of K for a given I becomes clear. The sensitivity of 
the cost benefit to variations of the information volume per call, I, increases 
when the average data packet size increases. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the coming ISDN environment, decisions about services need sensitivity 
analysis to be robust. The analysis of service costs and traffic parameters 
through the formulas presented in the previous paragraphs, and the associated 
computer tool, CATS, offer a powerful way to derive cost and load 
sensitivities to the service traffic characteristics and, therefore, to assign 
the optimum communication mode to them. Optimum assignment plays a fundamental 
role in planning the introduction and the evolution of integrated ' networks. 

The applications made with the CATS tool and the simplified model explained in 
this paper show the important impact of the traffic characteristics per service 
in the economy of telecommunications. Particularly, the call holding time (h), 
the data packet size (K) and the number of packets per call (B/A) become the 
most interesting parameters from a techno-economicalpoint of view, to which 
the relative benefit of choosing one communication mode shows a greater 
sensitivity. 

Further applications in the ISDN environment are being made to explore system 
configurations, networks, technology and costs impacts on the communication 
alternatives. 
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